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The GALAH survey 
•  Large observational survey with HERMES @ AAT 

•  Measuring radial velocity and 30 abundances for 1 million 
stars in the Milky Way @ R=30,000 in 4 optical bands 

•  Galactic archaeology: exploring the history of  
•  Star formation 
•  Chemical evolution 
•  Dynamical evolution 
•  Minor mergers 
in the Milky Way 
 

•  Near-field cosmology: use the local environment to get a 
close-up view of  universal processes 



$12M	  investment	  up	  front:	  400	  fibres	  over	  
2o	  field,	  op7cal	  

	  
New	  $12M	  4-‐arm	  spectrograph,	  R=30,000	  

~250A	  bands	  in	  bvri	  

HERMES @ AAT (first light 2013B) 
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Single dot can represent multiple lines 
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λ  	
Hβ	


Blue  4718-4903 A	


Green 5649-5873 A	




Hα	


Red  6481-6739 A	


O-triplet	


IR  7590-7890 A	


atmospheric A-band (O2) 	




The	  HERMES	  
instrument	  explores	  
one	  extreme	  of	  a	  
new	  parameter	  space	  

G. Hill 



GA complementarity 
•  Gaia-ESO Survey 

•  Halfway done with observing (300 n/5 years) 

•  100,000 stars 

•  Fainter than GALAH 
•  R~20,000 

•  Targeted selection: thick disk, halo, star clusters 

•  SDSS-III/APOGEE 
•  Observing complete (3 years) 
•  100,000 stars 

•  R~22,500, H-band (1.5-1.7μ) 

•  Targeted selection: red giants, low latitude 

•  Gaia 
•  Astrometry and photometry for 1 billion stars 

•  Distances and transverse velocities for ~1% - including all 
GALAH stars 



GA complementarity 
•  GALAH’s goals are broader 

•  Higher resolution 
•  R~28,000 

•  Large, diverse sample 
•  All stars 12<V<14, δ<+10°, |b|>10°, Σ>450/π deg2 are targets 

•  Galaxia: 75% thin disk, 24% thick disk, 1% bulge, 0.1% halo 

•  Relatively bright stars 
•  Comprehensive sample of  the thin and thick disk 

12<V<14, 10<|b|<45, Dec<10
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GALAH and Gaia	


Gaia (2014-19) will provide precision astrometry for about 109 stars	

	

For  V < 14,  σπ = 10 µas,  σµ = 10 µas yr -1 	
       Gaia at its best !	

	


(1% distance errors at 1 kpc,  0.7 km s -1 velocity errors at 15 kpc)	

	

⇒   accurate transverse velocities for all stars in GALAH	

⇒   accurate distances for same	

⇒   therefore accurate color-(absolute magnitude) diagram: 
independent check that chemically tagged groups have common age	

	

⇒   major implications for stellar astrophysics before galactic 
archaeology, e.g. correctness of 3D atmospheres, much improved 
abudance scale, seismic parameters, ages…	

	


Gaia is a major element of	

the GALAH survey	






Regular	  survey	  
K2	  field	  

Pilot	  survey	  (87%	  complete)	  

Test	  field	  

Status	  on	  Nov.	  4,	  2014:	  
80,000+	  stars	  
220	  survey	  fields	  
90%	  through	  GAP	  pipeline	  
	  

The	  GALAH	  survey	  –	  Year	  I	  



Thin vs thick disk 
•  7503 stars, color-

selected 
•  Normalisation 

between the two 
populations 

•  Separation in 
chemistry vs 
kinematics 

Survey targets 
•  2095 stars, no color selection 
•  Chemical history of  the 

Milky Way 

Kepler-2 co-observing 
•  1385 stars, color-selected 
•  Compare to 

asteroseismic log(g) 
•  Improve asteroseismic 

scaling relations 

CoRoT co-observing 
•  2098 stars, no color 

selection 
•  Compare to 

asteroseismic log(g) 
•  Improve asteroseismic 

scaling relations 

Cluster stars 
•  287 stars, carefully selected 
•  Pipeline verification 
•  Survey cross-calibration 

GALAH pilot survey projects 

Exoplanet hosts 
•  2 stars, serendipitous 
•  WASP transiting planets 

2016A data release 



30%	  of	  stars	  have	  mean	  SNR	  >	  50	  per	  res.	  element	  (av.	  4	  bands)	  
85%	  of	  stars	  have	  RV	  <	  1	  km	  s-‐1	  

SNR	  cumul.	   RV	  error	  hist.	   RV	  error	  cumul.	  
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psf variation 
but v. weak 
light scatter 

ISSUES: scattered light & PSF variation  
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Observe 
twilight in 
400 fibres 
 
Do spectra 
have solar 
abundances? 

 First test:  GAP reduction pipeline  abundance calibration 
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Wylie de Boer (Lead), Sneden, d’Orazi 

Blue dots – not converged 

Twilight, 400 fibres 

Theremin/MOOG 

 
 First test: grabbed from internal report 
  



See poster by U. Heiter 

Second test: observe Gaia benchmark stars 
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Second test 



★ Jofre table values 
★ No initial conditions 

Second test } scatter same  

Next step - 3D atmospheres (Asplund) 



3D stellar atmosphere models 
Ingredients: 

•  Radiative-hydrodynamical 
•  Time-dependent 
•  3-dimensional 
•  Simplified radiative transfer 
•  LTE 

Essentially parameter free 
Stagger grid of 3D models: 
Magic et al. 2013, 2014abcd 

Zazralt Magic Martin Asplund 



<3D> non-LTE radiative transfer 

Karin Lind Anish Amarsi 

GALAH survey: 
Non-LTE line formation with 
spatially and averaged 3D models: 
C, O, Na, Mg, Al, Ca, Fe, Ba etc 
Lind et al. 2012, Amarsi et al. 2015 



Kepler K2 fields: Sharma, Stello (Kepler GA led by USyd) 

Kepler K1 fields:  Sharma, Stello, JBH, Bedding (2015) – many problems 

Galactic archaeology (GA) has been allocated half of all targets.  
Will benefit RAVE, APOGEE, GALAH, WEAVE, 4MOST, etc. 

 New postdoc position for model builder or asteroseismologist. 
 Contact jbh@physics.usyd.edu.au or bedding@physics.usyd.edu.au 
 

J-K > 0.5, K < 14 
Mostly giants, some dwarfs 



Galactic archaeology	

	


Fossil recovery by 	

chemical tagging	
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Star cluster formation is far beyond  
our observable horizon.  
 
We have little direct knowledge of 
the homogenization process. 

JBH,	  Krumholz	  &	  KCF	  (2010)	  –	  the	  theory	  behind	  chemical	  
tagging	  (see	  Sec.	  3)	  supported	  by	  new	  AMR	  simula7ons	  
(Feng	  &	  Krumholz	  2014)	  showing	  cloud	  homogeniza7on	  
may	  be	  far	  more	  efficient	  than	  realized	  to	  date.	  



How massive a uniform star cluster? 

Cloud dynamical time (Tan+ 06)  

M = cloud gas mass ~ 106 Mo 
Σ = cloud col. density ~ 0.3 g cm-2 

The cloud's virial ratio                        is the ratio of kinetic to gravitational 
energy. So if tform = 4 tcr then 

i.e. fraction of cloud  stars 

We conclude that all open clusters up to 105 Mo are uniform since 
tSN > 3 Myr for most SNe in these clusters. For globular densities, 
the upper mass limit is 107 Mo !! 

JBH	  et	  al	  (2010)	  



Overview 
We know the thick disk is ancient with a distinct chemical 
and kinematic signature, at least for the most part. 
 

Haywood+13 Bensby+12 



Different star formation histories 

Top heavy IMF + fast SF 

The top curve is entirely 
consistent with massive 
cluster formation (JBH et al) 
 
High alpha/Fe in tracer hot 
winds is always observed in 
nuclear starbursts. Here we 
see the largest clusters 
(Escala & Larson; Bastian). 
 
This is excellent news for 
chemically tagging the 
thick disk. 
 Details:  JBH, Krumholz, KCF (2010) 



Most massive clusters have been 
observed in mergers/starbursts 

Ringberg 2014	


We expect distinct chemical 
signatures for most star clusters, 
even the most massive ones. 

incl. formation of globular clusters 

 
 Key parameters are:  
 
   ICMF slope, γ  
   maximum mass, MMAX 
   minimum mass, MMIN 
 



Why alpha/Fe and rapid SF ? 

•  Type II – high yields of O, Mg, Si, S, Ca…"
"(time delay ~ 3+ Myr)"

•  Type Ia – very high yields of Fe, Fe peak"
"(time delay ~ 100+ Myr)"

"
So want SFH to be long enough for Type II enrichment for 
next-gen SF, but short enough to minimize Type Ia. Heavy 
IMF also good. Gas-accretion-driven starburst activity in 
nuclear disks is good since dynamical timescales ~ 100 Myr."
"



Disk with enhanced 
α/Fe is excellent 
news for chemical 
tagging. 
 
(Bovy tells us fully 
half of the disk !) 
 
Impulsive SF forms 
the largest star 
clusters and drives 
us to high α/Fe. 
 
JBH+ (2010) 



Summary 
•  Star cluster formation lies beyond our observable horizon. 	


•  Reconstructing star clusters is necessary to relate cluster age 
distributions to cluster formation history.	


•  Reconstructed CMFs and alpha/Fe distributions will tell us 
about major vs. minor mergers with cosmic time.	


•  Cluster reconstruction will tell us a great deal about major vs. 
gradual migration events in the past.	


•  If strong migration is real, in situ information is scrambled, thus 
detailed chemistry via GALAH is essential to progress.	



